Get to know the NEW
Compu-JIFSTM!

What people say about
the JIFS

Comprehensive assessment tool covering a
broad range of functional skills.

“The JIFS reflects Betsy’s years of
experience in OT. It is a comprehensive
tool that allows the collection of data in an
effective and efficient manner. I highly
recommend its use.”

Resource for obtainable functional goals and
planning for transition to adult programs.
Easy to use scoring system to monitor an
individual's progress. The program does the
math for you!

Karen Jacobs, Associate Professor, BU,
OT Dept.

Clear directions with examples for how to
collect data.

"Congratulations! This is a wonderful
achievement for...the clients, the caregivers,
the administrations monitoring effectiveness
of treatment and the world of Occupational
Therapy."
- Arlene, OTR/L

User-friendly, interactive forms for writing text.
Total control to use only those sections needed
for reports.
Customize reports by adding a specific task that
is necessary for the client for each skill area.
Shows previous report scores for comparison.
And saves your data when you get upgrades!
Ability to print blank or partially filled forms
for use on site.

"I am so excited about this assessment tool!
JIFS is by far the best functional assessment
I have ever read! I love the flexibility and...
the activities you have chosen to be
assessed."
-Jennifer, SpEd teacher

AND
Laminated rating scale card for use with
testing on site.

Thank you for your time, work and
patronage.
Most Sincerely,

Betsy Kennedy, MS, OTR, CLT, CLYL
PS.

You may have noticed that “Jacobs” is no longer
part of my name, but the JIFS is still my baby.
You also may be wondering what all those letters
mean after my name. I got my Masters in OT at
Sargent College, Boston University in 1988. I am
also a Certified Lymphedema Therapist and a
Certified Laughter Yoga Leader! HA HA HA! So
when you are in the Madison, WI area, come laugh
with me!

HOW TO ORDER:

Unlimited, customized, functional reports!
Complimentary set of good old paper manual
and score forms included for limited time.

I always encourage all customers to let
me know how the JIFS works, or doesn't
work, for them. That is how a truly
functional, dynamic assessment evolves.
When upgrades are made with the
Compu-JIFSTM, customers will get them
FOR FREE.

Strategies for Better Functioning, LLC
2722 Lyman Lane, Madison, WI 53711
(608) 455-1644
bjkennedy@betterfunctioning.com

www.betterfunctioning.com

Visit www.betterfunctioning.com for more
information on the Jacobs Inventory of
Functional Skills (JIFS), © 1999, and to order.
Paper format of the JIFS are still available, too.
You can pay using PayPal, print out an order
form to mail (or scan and email), or call during
business hours CT.
608-455-1644

How serious am I about feedback?

The first 3 customer orders that
I receive for Compu-JIFSTM LS
will get a
25% rebate in exchange for
your honest feedback*
Save $56.25

LLC
2722 Lyman Lane, Madison, WI 53711 (608) 455-1644

bjkennedy@betterfunctioning.com
www.betterfunctioning.com

Full price $225

The next 3 customer orders that
I receive for Compu-JIFSTM LS
will get a
15% rebate in exchange for
your honest feedback*
Save $33.75

Full price $225

AND
All therapy customers of Compu-JIFSTM
Life Skills Edition, will be able to get the
Foundation Skills for only $75

Dear Fellow Health Care Provider,

This may the greatest
moment in your
evaluating experience!
Introducing:

Compu-JIFSTM
for your PC or Mac computer !

as soon as it is available.

Buy now and save an additional $25!
If you wait to get both skills sets, which comprises
the OTR Edition of the JIFS, when the Foundation
Skills software is available, you will pay $325. The
Foundation Skills includes Sensory Integration, Fine
Motor, Oral Motor and Neuromotor skills, which
together with the Life Skills completes the OTR
Edition of the JIFS.
*Here's the fine print: The first 6 customers will pay

full price for Compu-JIFSTM, and receive 25% rebate
(first three customers) or 15% rebate (next three customers)
after I get your honest feedback in writing or email within
60 days of you receiving your order. Rebate offer only
good for Compu-JIFSTM orders. If you order CompuJIFSTM as well as other JIFS materials, the rebate will
only be for the price of the Compu-JIFSTM.

The Jacobs Inventory of Functional Skills
(JIFS), Life Skills Edition (LS), is now
available in software format, covering
the following skill areas:
Self-Help
Home Management
Work Readiness/Cognition
Community Tasks
So many customers have asked for it, and the
day is finally here!
I do hope that you find Compu-JIFSTM LS to be
greatly functional for you, so that you can
help others be more functional.

